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+ 12 years of experience in agency and client-side 
organizations. 

+ Created tracking plans, implemented tagging, set up 
targets and KPI’s, created dashboards, reporting and 
much more. 

+ Marketer in a past life

Vadim Tchernine 
Senior Analyst



About Kalamuna
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People are at the        
of everything we do.



We craft & implement solutions 
to help institutions solve complex 
challenges & tell better stories 
that further their mission.







Based in Oakland



and Toronto



Widely distributed



We share our knowledge 
freely and actively in our 
community of practice.



We organize, speak at, and sponsor 
events in the Drupal community.



We build community as 
event organizers.



In 2016, we organized a large scale New Orleans Jazz Funeral with a frontline band parading through 
the city to a ceremony where the Drupal founder and other key members spoke. 

Drupal 6 Mourning Parade



We foster community 
interactions founded in 
meaning and service.
#drupal4good



Google Analytics
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Build
Google Tag Manager

Deploy various tags such as Google Analytics, 
Facebook, Google Ads via rules.

Visualize
Google Data Studio
Build dashboards by connecting to 
multiple data sources to visualize your 
ecosystem.

Collect
Google Analytics
Collect & analyze your data.
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Analytics Ecosystem



Users, Sessions, Pageviews



https://databox.com/basic-google-analytics-concepts-explained-visiting-shopping-mall

https://databox.com/basic-google-analytics-concepts-explained-visiting-shopping-mall




Session
+ Begins when user visits a page with the tracking code

+ Each session is unique to a browser on a device

+ Typically ENDS after 30 minutes of inactivity

+ If visiting the site once an hour, a new session starts each time.

+ Google Analytics has no way to measure duration for the last page visited 
within the session



Sessions only demonstrate traffic to 
your site, but not user intent once 
they’ve reached it. 



Something is missing...



Video demonstration 
of dataslayer triggering Events

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1_bmBw0L_s0jFoX2G6zyJxG5MWC7Fqpl8/preview
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_bmBw0L_s0jFoX2G6zyJxG5MWC7Fqpl8/view?usp=sharing


Events add a level of 
granularity beyond 

page data.



Use events to create more defined 
goals.

Goals in GA help measure success. 
You can either create them yourself 
or import them from the Solutions 
Gallery.



Goals



Goals



Drupal & GA







The first result is not 
always the best result.



Google Tag manager
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Google Tag Manager

+ Connect 3rd party tags (Google Analytics, Adwords, Facebook, Crazyegg, etc)

+ Enable/disable without code pushes (go, Marketers!)

+ Tags with GTM load asynchronously

+ Create Tags, Triggers, and Variables

+ Track types of clicks like email, outbound links, pdfs, etc

+ Add a dataLayer to customize data captured > required for eCommerce



Use Google Tag Manager to deploy all scripts

https://www.drupal.org/project/google_tag

https://www.drupal.org/project/google_tag


Tags
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Implement Facebook Pixel < 60 seconds

youtu.be/1Q8Sh7o7wKg

https://youtu.be/1Q8Sh7o7wKg


Automate GTM Setup



https://youtu.be/7BauMkrZ5Ls

https://youtu.be/7BauMkrZ5Ls




Recipes
bit.ly/gtmrecipe2bit.ly/gtmrecipe1

http://bit.ly/gtmrecipe2
http://bit.ly/gtmrecipe1


Data validation
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Uncheck this



Putting it all together
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All that work helps us evaluate performance



Recap



What have we covered today?
+ We need to go beyond sessions and pageviews to understand how our visitors are 

using the site.

+ Create events using GTM and then setup these events as goals within Google 
Analytics.

+ Evaluate your campaign performance using specific goals that are tied to your KPIs 
as opposed to # of pageviews.

+ The fastest and most flexible way to deploy GA and other 3rd party scripts is via 
Google Tag Manager.

+ Use drupal.org/project/google_tag to incorporate GTM on your Drupal site.

+ Use gtmbot.io to go from zero to a basic implementation in under 60 seconds.

+ Use dataSlayer to QA your implementation.

https://www.drupal.org/project/google_tag


Bonus: Tag Compliance
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+ We are not lawyers and this is just an overview, please talk to your legal team. Compliance 
goes far beyond just what tags fire.

+ While all Cookie Management Platforms differ in their definitions, there are 2 broad buckets 
of cookies which we need to worry about:

○ Performance (Google Analytics, Adobe Analytics, Hotjar, Heap)

○ Targeting / Media (Facebook, Google Ads, Bing, Snapchat)

+ With CCPA, we must give user the ability to stop being tracked. This means that all tags can 
fire until a user opts out. In GTM, we would create triggers and insert them into the Exception 
field. This applies to every single tag in GTM.

○ eCommerce merchants need to be extra careful as platforms like Shopify do not provide a 
native way to control tags during the checkout flow. Extra steps need to be taken.

+ With GDPR, nothing can fire until a user provides consent. This means that you can not use 
the generic “All Pageviews” tag anymore. It has to be conditional based on user acceptance.

Compliance is cheaper than a fine



Learning more
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Google Analytics Demo Account

analytics.google.com/
analytics/web/demoAccount 

https://analytics.google.com/analytics/web/demoAccount
https://analytics.google.com/analytics/web/demoAccount


Free Tips and Tricks (with links)

bit.ly/ga-tips-15 

http://bit.ly/ga-tips-15


Thank you :)


